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Project Title: Modern Art in Tunisia: An Inquiry in Film and Archive

Abstract
The proposed project is a creative documentary film which interrogates modern art in Tunisia in all of its phases and attempts at placing it in an international context. It will be preceded by research, personal investigation and documentation to discern and understand the issues of that period of the history of art of Tunisia. From this perspective, I would like to study the topic by placing it within a historical and sociopolitical context. What were the ideologies, the artistic aesthetics developed to constitute modern art? In what ways was Tunisian art modern? What was the status of women artists in that period of history of art in Tunisia? Departing from a visual corpus, made up of archival images, photographs, paintings (Tunisian artists), stories and travel journals, press articles, interviews with artists who lived that period, gallery owners, families of artists, critics of art, and art historians, this project will be a hybrid medium made of videos, sounds, archives, and texts.